
🎯Can we achieve higher performance with significantly fewer 

trainable parameters compared to other PEFT methods?

Update weight matrices using a sparse combination of their singular vectors:                                                                             
                                                       , where      and     are frozen, and       is a

                sparse trainable matrix with pre-determined and fixed sparsity pattern.

SVFT leverages the structure and geometry of pre-trained weights to induce 
perturbations.

Four choices for Ω, the a-priori fixed sparsity pattern of      ,
○ Plain                – constrain       to be a diagonal matrix (most param-efficient)
○ Banded                – populate       using a banded matrix, progressively

making off-diagonals learnable
○ Random                – populate       by randomly selecting k elements to be

learnable
○ Top-k                – compute the alignment between left and right singular

vectors as         , and then select the top-k elements to be learnable

SVFT: Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning with Singular Vectors

Background
LoRA-like parameter-efficient fine-tuning (PEFT) methods freeze 
pre-trained model weights       and inject learnable matrices   

LoRA. The weight update           is constrained to a low-rank decomposition:

                               
VeRA. A pair of low-rank random matrices is shared between layers and 
compact scaling vectors are learned:

      where     and      are initialized randomly, frozen, and shared across layers,
      while     and       are trainable diagonal matrices

DoRA. Decomposes pre-trained weight matrices into magnitude and 
direction components, and applies low-rank updates for directional 
updates:                                                                       where          denotes the

      vector-wise norm of a matrix across each column
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a) Structure: If       is diagonal, then                          has      as its left singular 
vectors and                                as its right singular vectors. If       is not diagonal, 
then     and     may no longer be the singular directions of the final matrix.

b) Expressivity: Given any target matrix      of size              , there exists an   
such that                                   , i.e., if       is fully trainable, any target matrix
can be realized.

c) Rank: If       has k non-zero elements, then the rank of the update                is 
at most           . For the same number of trainable parameters, 
SVFT can produce a much higher rank perturbation than LoRA (eventually full 
rank), but in a constrained structured subspace.

Formulation of SVFT

Experimental Results
#Trainable Params v/s Performance – GSM-8K

Results on fine-tuning with SVFT using different M parameterizations

Performance variation with adapted weight matrices – GSM-8K with Gemma-2B
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